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Bulygin in 1914 showed how one can find the number of solutions of a positive 
integer as the sum of an even number of squares by using known formulas 
from the theory of elliptic functions. The purpose of the present paper is to 
give a sketch of Bulygin’s method. 
1. 
Let N,(n) denote the number of solutions of the equation 
xl2 + x22 + *-* + xs2 = n. 
The problem of determining N,(n) for s even has a long and interesting 
history [3, Chapter 91. In particular Jacobi’s application of elliptic function 
identities when s = 2,4, 6,s gave rise to many later investigations for 
larger values of s. In recent years it has become customary to make use of 
modular functions rather than elliptic functions; see in particular [4, 6, 8 3. 
In 1914 Bulygin [I] had worked out a completely general solution of 
the problem using known results from the theory of elliptic functions. 
In particular he gave explicit formulas for s < 24. Ramanujan [6, 
Chapter 91 had obtained a formula of a different kind for s = 24; this 
formula can also be proved by Bulygin’s method [2]. 
Unfortunately Bulygin’s work is not well known. The purpose of the 
present paper is to give a sketch of Bulygin’s method. Other applications 
of the method will appear elsewhere. 
Following the usual practice, we put n = 2wm, where (Y 3 0 and m is 
odd. 
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2. 
To begin with we recall the following standard notation from the 
theory of elliptic functions: 
6,(v) = 2 2 (- 1)” q (2n+1)Z14 sin(2n + 1) 21, 
0 
B,(u) = 2 i q’2n+W cos(2n + 1) 0, 
0 
e,(v) = 1 + 2 f qfi2 cos 2nv, 
1 
e,(v) = 1 + 2 2 (-1)” qna cos 2nv, 
J 
8, = e,(o), Bj’ = e;(o), 8; = e;(o) (1 = 0, 1,2,3), 
k1J2 = o,/o, , (k’y2 = do/o3 , 2@- = oa2, u = (2I+) V = o:V, 
M, 4 = (W2) fA(v)PoW, cn(u, k) = (k’/k)l’” S,(v)/~,(v), 
dn(u, k) = (k’)‘/” B,(v)/~?~(v). 
We also require the function [5, p. 4031 
4t4 = (M.V2> exp(--ttQPo) 0”). 
This function has the power series expansion 
AZ&) = f (-I)* F,,(k2) u2”/(2n)!, 
0 
where F,(k2) is a polynomial of degree II in k2 with integral coefficients: 
Fl(k2) = k2, Fz(k2) = 2k2 + k4, F,(ka) = 8k2 + 6P + kq... . 
Replacing v by vi and multiplying the resulting series, we get 
e,(v) u4 412 = 1 + 2 5 1 Gdk2) & 3 (1) 
where 
2G,(k2) = f (- l>j ( $ ) F&F) F+j(k2). 
j-0 
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The polynomial G,(k2) is of degree 2n in k2 and remains unchanged when 
k2 is replaced by kt2. Consequently, we may put 
G,(k2) = n,(kk’) = 2 anj(kk’)2i, 
j=l 
where the coefficients cllai are integers. In particular 
RI (kk’) = 2(kk’)2, n, (kk’) = 23[4(kk’)2 + (kk’)4], 
n, (kk’) = 25[16(kk’)2 - 92(kk’)4 + (kk’)s]. 
We now differentiate (1) 4r times. Since u = 032~, we get 
$[d,(u) d,(ui)];$; = OF2 fl (kk’). 
r 
On the other hand, since 
[e3(u) e2(ui)~y; = 5 (- l>i ( 5 ) ey(o) e,“i(o) 
j=O 
and 
efyo) = (-l)j p 2 n2iqns , 
n=-m 
it follows that 
where 
g[e,+g e3(ui)];:; = 24+ c +r(m, n) qm*+ns, 
m,n--03 
4,(x, y) = y (-l>j ( ;, x+2$2, + 4(-l)? ( ;; ) x2’y2’, 
i-0 
4,(x, v) + 9G 4 = w + Y14’ + (x - r)4’l. 
If we put 
qw = c MXl 3 xz), 
2,~+...+2,‘.-n 
it is clear from (2)-(4) that 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
& ess’+# fl, (kk’) = n$I No) qn (r = 1, 2, 3 ,...; s = 2, 3, 4 ,... ). (5) 
64I1515-6 
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3. 
We assume in what follows that s is even and we consider separately 
the cases s = 2 and s = 0 (mod 4). For the case s E 2 (mod 4) we take 
the well known expansions 
$ dn(u, k) = 1 + 4 $l & cos 2hv, 
$ dn(ui, k’) = set v - 4 c m (- ‘jh q2h+’ cos(2h + 1) v. 
h=l 1 - qZh+l 
Differentiating 2r times, we get 
$ {dn’2”(ui, k’)v=O + (- 1)’ dn(2r)(u, &$ 
Put 
(6) 
p2,.(m) = c (-l)W-1) d2r (r = 0, 1, 2 )... ), 
d‘L?=m 
R,,(n) = 4{22T(rr+1) + (- l)r+1/2(m-1) p2,(m). 
It can be verified that 
2 CW2’ qh + (-l)r 2 (--l)h(2h + 1)2T q2h+1 
h=l 1 
= f R2r(n) qnm (7) 
h=l 
1 - qm+1 
n=l 
Now, on the other hand, we have 
dn(u, k) = f (-l)n D,(k2) & , 
Tkl 
where D,(k2) is a polynomial in k2 of degree n. Since 
D,(k2) + D,W2) 
is symmetric in k2 and k’2, we may put 
D,(k2) + D,(kf2) = @,(kk’), 
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where (Pk( kk’) is a polynomial in kk’ of degree r or r - 1 according as r 
is even or odd. Thus, (6) becomes 
t!lF+2@P,(kk’) = (SK @;:A + f R,,(n) q”. (8) 
TM1 
In particular, for q = 0, (8) reduces to 
G,(O) = (set v)~~~ . 
Comparing (5) and (8), we get an identity of the form 
@,(kk’) = A, + (l/16) A’,1’ I-&k’) + (1/162) AJ2’ n, (kk’) + **.) (9) 
where the coefficients A, , A:’ are constants. Finally, we have 
R,,(n) = 4~*,+,(4 + Ayq~-&) + .q2’~,2,-,,W + *** 
(r = 0, 1, 2 )... ). (10) 
The final term on the right contains either N$2(n) or N~T-1”2(n) according 
as r is even or odd. 
Note that the coefficients A, satisfy 
set x = f A,x2’/(2r) !. 
7=0 
4. 
We now take s = 0 (mod 4). We require the expansions 
( ) .$ 2 d$(u, k) = O,4 - 2 + 8 h<l + cps2h 0 
2 dn2(ui, k’) = F + sec2 v - 8 c 1 _ q2h co (-ljh hqZh cos 2hv . 
0 h-1 
Differentiation yields 
( 1 c 2 {dn2(ui, k’)LzA + (- 1)’ dn2(u, k)LEAl 
= (sec2 v)(Zy) + 8 22+ u-0 * 
I 
il$$- (-l)‘El (-;)yh;;;q2h 1. (11) 
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Put 
527+1(4 = c@r+l (r = 0, 1, 2,...) 
dlrl 
and 
T2t+l(n) = 8.22T]2’2’+1) - (-1)’ [2;;T~;=~ll - 1 - (-l)jI * S&T+&). 
It can be verified that 
(2K/r)2{dn2(ui,F)fz + (- 1)’ dS(u, k)$j> = (se? v>J$ + 
On the other hand, we have 
dn2(u, k) = t (-1)” E,(k2) & , 
9Z=l 
where En(k2) is a polynomial in k2 of degree n. It follows that 
(2K/n)2(dn2(ui, k’);:; + (-1)’ dn2(u, k);?;} + b’,“‘+“{Er(k”) + E,(k’3}. (13) 
We may put 
ET(k2) + E,(k’3 = YT(kk’), 
where ?Pr(kk’) is a polynomial in kk’ of degree r or r - 1 according as r 
is even or odd. Comparing (13) with (12) we get 
(14) 
In particular, for q = 0, (14) reduces to 
ul,(O) = (sec2 v)l”f,: . 
We may put 
y/,(kk’) = B, + (l/M) B;l’ l-j (kk’) + (l/16) B;” n (kk’) + .**, (15) 
1 2 
where the coefficients B, , BP’ are constants. In particular 
sec2 x = g BG2’/(2r)!. 
r=O 
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Finally, we get 
T2,&) = BJY4r+4 + BJ1)N:+, + B(2)N,2,-12 + . r (16) 
5. 
As examples of (10) and (16) we quote the following. 
M4 = 4p(m), N,(n) = 8P + C--1)“] 5164, 
N,(n) = 4[4.22a - (- 1)(1/2)(m-1)] p2(m) 
N*(n) = (-1)” 16(8.22” - 15/7) &(m) 
N,,(n) = (4/5)[16.24” + (-1)(1/2)(m-1)] p”(m) 
N12(4 
N&) 
= 
= 
+ (1 WI c (xl4 - 3xl2x22) r,2+q=n 
= 8[2 + (-1)“](10.25” + 21/31) 55(m) 
+ 8 c (xl4 - ~x,~x,~) 
s,=+...+x*Gz 
= (4/1385)[256.2*” + (-1)(1’2)(?n-1)] p,(m) 
+ (4896/277) c (xl” - 3x,2x;) 
s,2+*..+2~,-n 
- (64/1385) c (xl* - 28~~~~~~ + 35X14Xz4) 
x1*+2 --n 
N,,(n) = (8/31)[2 + (-1)“](170.29” + 34/511) &,(m) 
+ WV) c (xl4 + %2X,‘) 
z,*+.-.+rf*=n 
- (32/31) 1 (xl8 - 28~~~~~~ + 35XI4X24). 
xl~+...+z,%a 
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